
At the beginning of the workshop,  those of us who gathered for the Viral Papers X 
Turf Collective workshop  talked about the year that has just been. 
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To help us, we each  brought along objects which have
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accompanied us through the lockdowns and described the spaces we spent most 
time in to each other.

We started our celebration of reemergence by discussing the past 
year whilst sitting in the long grass of a Croydon park.



Then, we looked to the future. 

For a moment, stacked together, our boxes were interconnected homes, a joining 
together that we had lacked for so long.  

17th May rule of six introduced inside this workshop: Turf ’s fi rst in-person workshop since the pan pandem beginning of pandemic started
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A tree hung its branches over us, and little daisies and buttercups spot-
ted the greenery around with whites and yellows.

We talked about the windows we had looked out of during the lockdown, our pets, 
who we grew close to, and the fears that we had had.

pubs and shops reopen 



And THANK YOU to TURF COLLECTIVE and Holly Graham for 
making this workshop possible. 

0 covid deaths in 24 hours 
1st June 

14th June 

We hope you enjoyed this peak into 
29.05.2021 and beyond. 

We created utopian spaces using magazines, cardboard boxes, pens, fabric. and other bits 
of materials. 

 We made one communal tower block which we 
imagined living in together. 

If you feel inspired, please feel free to copy our celebration of re-emer-
gence (there is a how to guide available on the Turf Collective website) 
and visit our website, theviralpapers.com, for more histories, recordings, 
and community based projects. 
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ding of restrictions 


